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Water rights and Farmers intakes: 
http://waterrightsmaps.waterboards.ca.gov/viewer/index.html?viewer=eWRIMS.eWRIMS_gvh#  

Screen prints from California Department of Conservation and a AGIS resource showing estimated locations of natural 
gas wells in the Delta region.  California WaterFix EIR/EIS and related documents failed to assess impact to the area 
infrastructure from hitting one or several of these gas wells during tunnel boring.  Hitting one of these gas wells could 
cause an explosion like the one on Andrus Island several years ago, which has the potential to cause local levees to fail 
and could cause risk to farms, local residents in the immediate area and boaters on the waterways nearby at the time of 
impact. 

Map showing gas wells in the Delta area of California 

 

 

Since the State of California did not require fracturing companies to report the exact locations of the gas wells until just 
the last few years, it is not actually known how many and where those gas wells are located in the Delta.  An extensive 
database of gas and oil wells was found online, and will be submitted as evidence to show the estimated number of 
wells within the counties of the Delta. 

http://waterrightsmaps.waterboards.ca.gov/viewer/index.html?viewer=eWRIMS.eWRIMS_gvh
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In fact, drilling of natural gas wells has increased substantially since discovery of the new method of fracturing or 
directional drilling.  Below is an excerpt from the Department of Conservation: 

 

 

 

 

(See next page) 
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In addition, the exact location of the wastewater wells full of toxins that have been allowed to be placed in and around 
the Delta region were not considered by California WaterFix proponents.  Damage from tunnel boring to the fracking 
wastewater well located on Staten Island, for example, would release toxins into the Mokelumne River and the drinking 
water aquifer and put thousands or millions of persons at risk of drinking those pollutants found in the fracking 
wastewater well.  Map is from Food & Water Watch organization website http://FracTracker.org 

 

http://fractracker.org/
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